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Eventually, you will completely discover a additional experience and ﬁnishing by
spending more cash. yet when? attain you allow that you require to get those every
needs taking into consideration having signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you attempt to
acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to
understand even more on the order of the globe, experience, some places, as soon
as history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your very own become old to play-act reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you
could enjoy now is The Supply Of Troops Arms And Intelligence 1945 1975
below.
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BRITAIN AND THE WARS IN VIETNAM
THE SUPPLY OF TROOPS, ARMS AND INTELLIGENCE, 1945–1975
McFarland Britain’s peacekeeping role in Southeast Asia after World War II was clear
enough but the purpose of the Commonwealth in the region later became shadowy.
British involvement in the wars fought in Vietnam between 1946 and 1975 has been
the subject of a number of books—most of which focus on the sometimes
clandestine activities of politicians—and unsubstantiated claims about British
support for the United States’ war eﬀort have gained acceptance. Drawing on
previously undiscovered information from Britain’s National Archives, this book
discusses the conduct of the wars in Vietnam and the political ramiﬁcations of UK
involvement, and describes Britain’s actual role in these conﬂicts: supplying troops,
weapons and intelligence to the French and U.S. governments while the latter were
in combat with Ho Chi Minh’s North Vietnamese.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DICTIONARY OF MILITARY AND
ASSOCIATED TERMS
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, A NEW WEAPON IN WAR
On the Military Intelligence Branch History Reading List.

THE U.S. MILITARY APPARATUS
DEFENSE DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION, THE INTELLIGENCE
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ESTABLISHMENT, U.S. BASES & FORCES ABROAD, MILITARY & POLICE
AID, ARMS SALES
BRITISH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN THE CRIMEAN WAR, 1854-1856
Psychology Press This is the ﬁrst scholarly work to focus purely on British military
intelligence operations during the Crimean War.

PIONEERS OF IRREGULAR WARFARE
SECRETS OF THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR
Pen and Sword Military Covert operations and ingenious weapons for irregular
warfare were developed rapidly, and with great success, by the British during the
Second World War, and the story of the most famous organizations involved like
SOE, the SAS and Section D of SIS is now well known, but Military Intelligence
(Research), the smallest but one of the most inﬂuential of these units is relatively
unknown. Malcolm Atkin’s intriguing and meticulously researched account describes
their role at the heart of the War Oﬃce in trying to develop a ‘respectable’ arm of
irregular warfare and their innovations ranging from the early Commandos, sticky
bombs, limpet mines, booby traps, and even helicopters to the creation of the MI9
escape organization. They were an ‘ideas factory’ rather than an operational body
but the book describes their worldwide operations including Finland, Norway,
Romania, the Middle East and Central Africa. This is also a story of conﬂicting
personalities between Jo Holland, the visionary but self-eﬀacing head of MI(R) and his
ambitious deputy, Colin Gubbins (later head of SOE), and the latter’s private war
with SIS.

THE ARMED STRENGTH OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE
PREPARED FOR THE INTELLIGENCE DIVISION OF THE WAR OFFICE
INDIAN OCEAN ARMS LIMITATIONS AND MULTILATERAL
COOPERATION ON RESTRAINING CONVENTIONAL ARMS TRANSFERS
HEARINGS BEFORE THE PANEL ON INDIAN OCEAN FORCES
LIMITATION AND CONVENTIONAL ARMS TRANSFER LIMITATION OF
THE INTELLIGENCE AND MILITARY APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, NINETY-FIFTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION,
OCTOBER 3, 10, 1978
MANUAL OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN THE FIELD
PAMPHLET NO. 1-[3]
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MERCHANT OF DEATH
MONEY, GUNS, PLANES, AND THE MAN WHO MAKES WAR POSSIBLE
John Wiley & Sons Praise for Merchant of Death "A riveting investigation of the
world's most notorious arms dealer--a page-turner that digs deep into the amazing,
murky story of Viktor Bout. Farah and Braun have exposed the inner workings of one
of the world's most secretive businesses--the international arms trade." —Peter L.
Bergen, author of The Osama bin Laden I Know "Viktor Bout is like Osama bin Laden:
a major target of U.S. intelligence oﬃcials who time and again gets away. Farah and
Braun have skillfully documented how this notorious arms dealer has stoked violence
around the world and thwarted international sanctions. Even more appalling, they
show how Bout ended up getting millions of dollars in U.S. government money to
assist the war in Iraq. A truly impressive piece of investigative reporting." —Michael
Isikoﬀ, coauthor of Hubris: The Inside Story of Spin, Scandal, and the Selling of the
Iraq War "Douglas Farah and Stephen Braun are two of the toughest investigative
reporters in the country. This is an important book about a hidden world of
gunrunning and proﬁteering in some of the world's poorest countries." —Steve Coll,
author of Ghost Wars: The Secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan, and bin Laden,
from the Soviet Invasion to September 10, 2001 "In Merchant of Death, two of
America's ﬁnest reporters have performed a major public service, turning over the
right rocks that reveal the brutal international arms business at the dawn of the
twenty-ﬁrst century. In Viktor Bout, they have given us a new Lord of War, a man
who knows no side but his own, and who has a knack for turning up in every war
zone just in time to turn a proﬁt. As Farah and Braun uncover and document his
troubling role in the Bush Administration's Global War on Terror, his ties to
Washington almost seem inevitable." —James Risen, author of State of War: The
Secret History of the CIA and the Bush Administration "An extraordinary and timely
piece of investigative reporting, Merchant of Death is also a vividly compelling read.
The true story of Viktor Bout, a sociopathic Russian gunrunner who has supplied
weapons for use in some of the most gruesome conﬂicts of modern times--and who
can count amongst his clients both the former Taliban regime in Afghanistan and the
U.S. military in Iraq--is a stomach-churning indictment of the policy failures and
moral contradictions of the world's most powerful governments, including that of the
United States." —Jon Lee Anderson, author of The Fall of Baghdad Two respected
journalists tell the incredible story of Viktor Bout, the Russian weapons supplier
whose global network has changed the way modern warfare is fought. Bout’s vast
enterprise of guns, planes, and money has fueled internecine slaughter in Africa and
aided both militant Islamic fanatics in Afghanistan and the American military in Iraq.
This book combines spy thrills with crucial insights on the shortcomings of a U.S.
foreign policy that fails to confront the lucrative and lethal arms trade that erodes
global security.
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INDEX TO INTELLIGENCE PUBLICATIONS
THE PERCEPTION OF TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE INDICATIONS BY
INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS
THE ARMED STRENGTH OF SWITZERLAND
PREPARED IN THE INTELLIGENCE DIVISION OF THE WAR OFFICE
MAKING A KILLING: THE SCOURGE OF THE GLOBAL ARMS TRADE
Saghir Iqbal Each year billions of dollars’ worth of arms are procured between
various nations, despite the fact that many millions of people live in desperate
poverty, many will die from hunger and hunger related diseases. Weapons of
increasing ﬁrepower and the missiles to deliver them accurately are becoming
acquired, mainly through the Global Arms Trade. This means that we must expect
wars in the world to become increasingly violent and destructive. This book focuses
on what the arms trade is and its impact on the world, the wars which have resulted
or were sustained by this trade. It is necessary to know which countries sell arms
and which ones buy. Also it is important to have some idea of how large the trade is.
The international trade in arms has considerably increased since World War 2. Major
weapons (aircraft, missiles, tanks and ships) probably account for about one-half of
the total trade in weapons and equipment. Many countries and their respective
Military-Industrial Complex are ‘making a killing’ in the world’s largest trade in the
buying and selling of military technology (weapons).

ALLIED INTELLIGENCE AND THE COVER UP AT POINTE DU HOC
THE HISTORY OF THE 2ND & 5TH US ARMY RANGERS, 1943–30TH
APRIL 1944
Pen and Sword Volume 1 of this two-part work puts the reader ﬁrmly into the
footsteps of the 2nd and 5th Rangers as they arrive in England in 1943. It follows
them during their intensive training with the Commandos and the Royal Navy as
they head towards D-Day – including cliﬀ climbing, assault landings and the Slapton
Sands ‘dress rehearsal’. The orders given to the Rangers, along with dozens of aerial
reconnaissance photographs of Omaha Beach, Pointe et Raz de la Percée, Pointe du
Hoc and Maisy - as well as French Resistance reports – detail the information given
to the Rangers' commander Lt. Col. Rudder. Shown in chronological order and in
their original format, many of the documents are still marked TOP SECRET and were
only recently released after nearly 70 years. The author ﬁlls in the gaps that many
have only guessed at concerning the Rangers’ real missions on D-Day, and in
Volume 2 he explains why a battalion commander was removed whilst onboard ship
prior to the landings, why the individual Rangers were not briefed on all of their DDay objectives – as well as the extraordinary role that Lt. Col. Rudder played at
Pointe du Hoc. Described by US historians as 'one of the most detailed works about
the D-Day Rangers ever written’, this work is the culmination of four years of
detailed research within the US Archives and backed up by evidence uncovered in
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Normandy. It is a real historical game-changer that pulls no punches as it challenges
conventional studies of one of the most iconic battles of WWII. There can be no
doubt that this work will change the way that historians view the Pointe du Hoc
battle from now on.

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE : FOREIGN CONVENTIONAL SIGNS AND
SYMBOLS
INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN
WINSTON CHURCHILL'S TOYSHOP
THE INSIDE STORY OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (RESEARCH)
Amberley Publishing Limited The story of Churchill's personal weapons development
department, staﬀed by ingenious boﬃns, who developed numerous innovative
weapons that helped win the war.

INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES
UNITED STATES MILITARY INTELLIGENCE [1917-1927]
Dissertations-G

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
MILITARY MAPS
GERMAN MOUNTAIN TROOPS
THE SMALL ARMS TRADE
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE
Simon and Schuster Small Arms are responsible for over half a million deaths each
year. Despite this terrifying statistic, millions of guns ﬂow into the streets of the
world each year. It is a multi-billion dollar industry, and one which is barely
regulated. From AK-47s to M16 riﬂes; from Terrorist-owned shoulder-ﬁred missiles to
child soldiers, this enlightening guide reveals the disturbing reality behind the murky
underworld of international arms trading. Explaining how deals can often operate on
the edge of legality, and listing the world’s main players, it goes on to ask how the
exchange of small arms can be tightened in the future. Full of insight and
anticipating the danger of ever lighter and more powerful weapons, this is required
reading for anyone who wishes to understand the world today and one of the key
threats to development, prosperity and international peace.

ESPIONAGE AND COUNTERESPIONAGE
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ADVENTURES IN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
USA, 1940, The Army Air Corps; Operation SEA LION 1940; Britiske ﬂåde, krigen i
Stillehavet, Tulagi; Slaget i Koralhavet, afkodning; Slaget ved Midway.

A MILITARY HISTORY OF THE COLD WAR, 1944–1962
University of Oklahoma Press The Cold War did not culminate in World War III as so
many in the 1950s and 1960s feared, yet it spawned a host of military engagements
that aﬀected millions of lives. This book is the ﬁrst comprehensive, multinational
overview of military aﬀairs during the early Cold War, beginning with conﬂicts during
World War II in Warsaw, Athens, and Saigon and ending with the Cuban Missile Crisis.
A major theme of this account is the relationship between government policy and
military preparedness and strategy. Author Jonathan M. House tells of generals
engaging in policy confrontations with their governments’ political leaders—among
them Anthony Eden, Nikita Khrushchev, and John F. Kennedy—many of whom made
military decisions that hamstrung their own political goals. In the pressure-cooker
atmosphere of atomic preparedness, politicians as well as soldiers seemed
instinctively to prefer military solutions to political problems. And national security
policies had military implications that took on a life of their own. The invasion of
South Korea convinced European policy makers that eﬀective deterrence and
containment required building up and maintaining credible forces. Desire to
strengthen the North Atlantic alliance militarily accelerated the rearmament of West
Germany and the drive for its sovereignty. In addition to examining the major
confrontations, nuclear and conventional, between Washington, Moscow, and
Beijing—including the crises over Berlin and Formosa—House traces often
overlooked military operations against the insurgencies of the era, such as French
eﬀorts in Indochina and Algeria and British struggles in Malaya, Kenya, Cyprus, and
Aden. Now, more than ﬁfty years after the events House describes, understanding
the origins and trajectory of the Cold War is as important as ever. By the late 1950s,
the United States had sent forces to Vietnam and the Middle East, setting the stage
for future conﬂicts in both regions. House’s account of the complex relationship
between diplomacy and military action directly relates to the insurgencies,
counterinsurgencies, and confrontations that now occupy our attention across the
globe.

HIDDEN WEAPONS
Pen and Sword In his Foreword, Professor Jones writes 'Mr Collier takes the
opportunity to review the contributions of all forms of Intelligence, and the use and
misuse that was made of them, in all the major phases of World War II. His task has
required very wide reading of the great volume of original documents and derivative
literature now available, and I admire the judgement that is evident throughout the
book. Within the limits of treating the widest aspects of Intelligence in World War II in
a small compass, Mr Collier has told the whole truth, fortunately without it turning
out to be very unfavorable; and in the lessons to be drawn from it we indeed have
one element of security if properly applied'.Basil Collier throws fresh light on the low
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priority given to Intelligence between the wars; the tendency of ministers and senior
oﬃcials to rely less on intelligence reports than their own individual hunches; the
failure to foresee the invasion of Norway; why, even with the aid of Enigma it was
impossible to turn the scales in Crete, and why the Americans, though privy to some
of Japans most closely guarded secrets, allowed the Pearl Harbor attack to take them
by surprise.

A MILITARY HISTORY OF THE COLD WAR, 1962–1991
University of Oklahoma Press Study of the Cold War all too often shows us the war
that wasn’t fought. The reality, of course, is that many “hot” conﬂicts did occur,
some with the great powers' weapons and approval, others without. It is this reality,
and this period of quasi-war and semiconﬂict, that Jonathan M. House plumbs in A
Military History of the Cold War, 1962–1991, a complex case study in the
Clausewitzian relationship between policy and military force during a time of global
upheaval and political realignment. This volume opens a new perspective on three
fraught decades of Cold War history, revealing how the realities of time, distance,
resources, and military culture often constrained and diverted the inclinations or
policies of world leaders. In addition to the Vietnam War and nuclear confrontations
between the USSR and the United States, this period saw dozens of regional wars
and insurgencies fought throughout Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Cuba, Pakistan,
Indonesia, Israel, Egypt, and South Africa pursued their own goals in ways that drew
the superpowers into regional disputes. Even clashes ostensibly unrelated to the
politics of East-West confrontation, such as the Nigerian-Biafran conﬂict, the
Falklands/Malvinas War, and the Indonesian occupation of East Timor, involved
armed forces, weapons, and tactics developed for the larger conﬂict and thus come
under House’s scrutiny. His study also takes up nontraditional or specialized aspects
of the period, including weapons of mass destruction, civil-military relations, civil
defense, and control of domestic disorders. The result is a single, integrated survey
and analysis of a complex period in geopolitical history, which ﬁlls a signiﬁcant gap
in our knowledge of the organization, logistics, operations, and tactics involved in
conﬂict throughout the Cold War.

MEMORANDUM OF INFORMATION OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND THE
WORLD CRISIS
THE CHINESE ARMED FORCES TODAY
THE U.S. DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY HANDBOOK OF CHINA'S
ARMY, NAVY AND AIR FORCE
Prentice Hall This book is a reprint of information on the Chinese Army and Navy
compiled by the United States Defense Department in 1976. It contains a
information on the uniforms and decorations of, the weapons used by, the tactics,
and the organization of the Peoples Liberation Army of China, (PLA). The book is well
supplemented by color prints of all the diﬀerent uniforms and decorations, maps and
organization charts of the various units of the PLA. The book is very current and
brings the reader up to 1980, showing the latest Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles
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(ICBM) and other shorter range missiles which were being developed by China as of
the late 1970s.

GERMAN MOUNTAIN TROOPS
QUARTERLY REVIEW OF MILITARY LITERATURE
ETHICS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Oxford University Press, USA Should a self-driving car prioritize the lives of the
passengers over the lives of pedestrians? Should we as a society develop
autonomous weapon systems that are capable of identifying and attacking a target
without human intervention? What happens when AIs become smarter and more
capable than us? Could they have greater than human moral status? Can we prevent
superintelligent AIs from harming us or causing our extinction? At a critical time in
this fast-moving debate, thirty leading academics and researchers at the forefront of
AI technology development come together to explore these existential questions,
including Aaron James (UC Irvine), Allan Dafoe (Oxford), Andrea Loreggia (Padova),
Andrew Critch (UC Berkeley), Azim Shariﬀ (Univ. .

HANDBOOK ON AGGRESSOR MILITARY FORCES
FIGHTING NAZI OCCUPATION
BRITISH RESISTANCE 1939–1945
Pen and Sword “Everyone knows about the Home Guard but what about the other
Secret Intelligence Services (SIS and M16)? You can read about them in [this book].”
—This England When Winston Churchill made his “we shall never surrender” speech
in 1940, he was speaking in the knowledge that Britain’s Secret Intelligence Service
was planning a civilian British resistance movement to mobilize after the country had
been occupied. Britain’s planning for clandestine warfare developed out of a ﬁerce
battle between the Secret Intelligence Service and the War Oﬃce for the control of
guerrilla warfare and conﬂicting ideas over the legitimacy of armed civilians. A multilayered system of secret organizations was the result. The Auxiliary Units are the
best known of these “ungentlemanly” forces, but in this perceptive new study based
on painstaking original research, Malcolm Atkin clearly demonstrates that they were
never intended as a resistance organization. Instead, they were designed as a shortterm guerrilla force, whilst their Special Duties Branch was designed to spy on the
British public as much as any Nazi invader. Meanwhile, deep in the shadows, was the
real resistance organization—Section VII of SIS. Malcolm Atkin’s conclusions will
cause controversy among military historians and will change our understanding of
the preparations made in Britain to resist Nazi occupation in the Second World War.
“[A] detailed yet accessible historical study.” —ProtoView

WITH NAPOLEON'S GUNS
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THE MILITARY MEMOIRS OF AN OFFICER OF THE FIRST EMPIRE
Frontline Books In 1795 - the year Napoleon Bonaparte was appointed commanderin-chief in Italy - the seventeen-year-old Jean-Nicolas-Auguste Noel entered the
Artillery School at Chalons. A year later, with Napoleon proclaiming himself the
liberator of Italy, Noel was appointed second lieutenant in the 8th Regiment of Horse
Artillery. Written in 1850, With Napoleon's Guns is his remarkable memoir of twenty
years in the Emperor's service. A trained artilleryman himself, Napoleon dramatically
transformed the role of the artillery from a cumbersome and tactically limited force
into ﬂuid, independent and highly mobile trains d'artillerie. This new organisation
required fresh new oﬃcers - oﬃcers with intelligence who could act under their own
initiative: oﬃcers such as Noel. From the optimism of the early years in Italy, through
the privations of the retreat from Moscow and the horrors of the Battle of Leipzig, to
the disillusionment of the Emperor's decline, Noel charts both his personal career
and, at close hand, the trajectory of the First Empire with frankness and percipience.
Based on the journal he kept from his cadetship at Chalons, With Napoleon's Guns is
a digniﬁed and revealing account of an oﬃcer at the heart of Napoleon's army.In
1795 - the year Napoleon Bonaparte was appointed commander-in-chief in Italy - the
seventeen-year-old Jean-Nicolas-Auguste Noel entered the Artillery School at
Chalons. A year later, with Napoleon proclaiming himself the liberator of Italy, Noel
was appointed second lieutenant in the 8th Regiment of Horse Artillery. Written in
1850, With Napoleon's Guns is his remarkable memoir of twenty years in the
Emperor's service. A trained artilleryman himself, Napoleon dramatically
transformed the role of the artillery from a cumbersome and tactically limited force
into ﬂuid, independent and highly mobile trains d'artillerie. This new organisation
required fresh new oﬃcers - oﬃcers with intelligence who could act under their own
initiative: oﬃcers such as Noel. From the optimism of the early years in Italy, through
the privations of the retreat from Moscow and the horrors of the Battle of Leipzig, to
the disillusionment of the Emperor's decline, Noel charts both his personal career
and, at close hand, the trajectory of the First Empire with frankness and percipience.
Based on the journal he kept from his cadetship at Chalons, With Napoleon's Guns is
a digniﬁed and revealing account of an oﬃcer at the heart of Napoleon's army.In
1795 - the year Napoleon Bonaparte was appointed commander-in-chief in Italy - the
seventeen-year-old Jean-Nicolas-Auguste Noel entered the Artillery School at
Chalons. A year later, with Napoleon proclaiming himself the liberator of Italy, Noel
was appointed second lieutenant in the 8th Regiment of Horse Artillery. Written in
1850, With Napoleon's Guns is his remarkable memoir of twenty years in the
Emperor's service. A trained artilleryman himself, Napoleon dramatically
transformed the role of the artillery from a cumbersome and tactically limited force
into ﬂuid, independent and highly mobile trains d'artillerie. This new organisation
required fresh new oﬃcers - oﬃcers with intelligence who could act under their own
initiative: oﬃcers such as Noel. From the optimism of the early years in Italy, through
the privations of the retreat from Moscow and the horrors of the Battle of Leipzig, to
the disillusionment of the Emperor's decline, Noel charts both his personal career
and, at close hand, the trajectory of the First Empire with frankness and percipience.
Based on the journal he kept from his cadetship at Chalons, With Napoleon's Guns is
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a digniﬁed and revealing account of an oﬃcer at the heart of Napoleon's army.

GLOBAL TRENDS 2040
A MORE CONTESTED WORLD
Cosimo Reports "The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic marks the most signiﬁcant,
singular global disruption since World War II, with health, economic, political, and
security implications that will ripple for years to come." -Global Trends 2040 (2021)
Global Trends 2040-A More Contested World (2021), released by the US National
Intelligence Council, is the latest report in its series of reports starting in 1997 about
megatrends and the world's future. This report, strongly inﬂuenced by the COVID-19
pandemic, paints a bleak picture of the future and describes a contested,
fragmented and turbulent world. It speciﬁcally discusses the four main trends that
will shape tomorrow's world: - Demographics-by 2040, 1.4 billion people will be
added mostly in Africa and South Asia. - Economics-increased government debt and
concentrated economic power will escalate problems for the poor and middleclass. Climate-a hotter world will increase water, food, and health insecurity. - Technologythe emergence of new technologies could both solve and cause problems for human
life. Students of trends, policymakers, entrepreneurs, academics, journalists and
anyone eager for a glimpse into the next decades, will ﬁnd this report, with colored
graphs, essential reading.

ARMS TRANSFERS UNDER NIXON
A POLICY ANALYSIS
University Press of Kentucky A model of policy analysis, Arms Transfers under Nixon
provides a lucid and lively demonstration of how the Nixon administration combined
skillful diplomacy and the adroit use of arms transfers to bring about a remarkable
series of American foreign policy achievements. The Middle East provides the most
dramatic example. Here, the Arab-Israeli military balance was stabilized, Egypt was
persuaded and enabled to forsake its heavy dependence upon the Soviet Union,
conditions favorable to peace negotiations were arranged, and important interim
agreements were brokered by the United States. In the Persian Gulf, the promotion
of Iran and Saudi Arabia as eﬀective guarantors of regional stability in the wake of
British withdrawal, and maintaining the pro-Western orientation of these
governments, are shown to have been essential to crucial United States and Western
interests. The dramatic reversal with the collapse of the Shah's government is
assessed, as are the causes of that post-Nixon debacle. The battles that
accompanied the administration's initiatives—battles with hostile nations, with allies,
with the Congress, and even within the administration—and the diplomatic and
political moves by which opposition was overcome provide the stuﬀ of an exciting
and instructive narrative.

PART I 1. MEETING WITH GENERAL SIR VICTOR FITZGEORGE-BALFOUR
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